ROBOTAG LABELLING SERVICE
Robotag specialises in sleeve-labelling solutions for flowers and plants. We can take care of labelling your
sleeves with our Labelling Service. Your needs, and indirectly those of your customers, are what count most.
In addition, our service is reliability, accuracy, and flexibility.

THE BENEFITS OF THE ROBOTAG LABELLING SERVICE:
We can label almost all types of sleeves fully automatically.
We can keep specific sleeves and labels in stock for you.
Our service is flexible, and is thus suitable for different types of product.
It is possible to uniformly attach one or more labels to the sleeves.

COMPLETE LABELLING SERVICE

LABELLING SERVICE PRINT SHOP

SLEEVES AND LABELS

As a complete service we use our fullyautomated Labelling Machine to label your
chosen sleeves quickly, efficiently and
accurately. The Labelling Machine can add
one or more labels to each sleeve. The
Labelling Machine positions the labels
extremely accurately, which allows all
sleeves to be labelled identically. Your
batch of flowers or plants is guaranteed to
have a uniform appearance.

With our Labelling Service Print Shop,
we supply you with pre-printed labels in
almost any desired size. We can pre-print
these labels in your customers’ brand
colours for a professional and uniform
appearance. We then can print the labels
with any desired information, such as the
EAN code, product name, price etc.

As an extra service Robotag can supply a
wide range of blank sleeves and labels at
low prices. We can supply many different
types of materials. For example, we work
with plastic labels in many colours, which
are very resistant to wear, chemicals,
heat and water. These are ideal for the
floricultural sector.

SUSTAINABILITY

EASY PEEL LABEL

DOUBLE-SIDED LABEL

We can work with sustainable and
biodegradable packaging that is
compatible with environmentallyfriendly and responsible
business practices.

An easy peel label contains an easyto-remove price sticker. However,
care tips remain visible on the label.

The front side contains sales
information, with care tips on the
reverse side. This is an ideal
way of guaranteeing the quality of
the product.
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